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Word sense induction (WSI) aims to automatically identify different senses of an ambiguous word from its contexts. It is a nontrivial task to perform WSI in natural language processing because word sense ambiguity is pervasive in linguistic expressions. In this paper, we construct multi-granularity semantic spaces to learn the representations of ambiguous instances, in order to capture richer semantic knowledge during context modeling. In particular, we not only consider the semantic space of words, but the semantic space of word clusters and topics as well. Moreover, to circumvent the difﬁculty of selecting the number of word senses, we adapt a rival penalized competitive learning method to determine the number of word senses automatically via gradually repelling the redundant sense clusters. We validate the effectiveness of our method on several public WSI datasets and the results show that our method is able to improve the quality of WSI over several competitive baselines. & 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction Word sense induction (WSI) is crucial for many natural language processing (NLP) tasks as word sense ambiguity is prevalent in all natural languages. WSI and word sense disambiguation (WSD) are two related techniques for lexical semantic computation. The main distinction between the two techniques is that the former discriminates different senses without relying on a predeﬁned sense inventory, while the latter assumes an ability to access an already known sense list. For discriminating different word senses, each occurrence of an ambiguous word is regarded as an ambiguous instance. WSI is to conduct unsupervised sense clustering among these ambiguous instances, and the number of the resulting clusters is explained as the number of induced word senses. We show an example of WSI of ambiguous word “ball” in Fig. 1. We believe that WSI methods face two major challenges. First, the contextual semantic is not explored sufﬁciently when conducting context modeling. In general, shallow lexical features (e.g. unigrams or bigrams of words) surrounded the ambiguous instances that constitute an important ingredient in sense induction. However, such ﬁnegrained semantic features will inevitably suffer from data sparsity problem. More advanced Bayesian methods use topic models such as
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) to learn topic distributions of ambiguous instances. Compared with the shallow features, topic features can capture latent topic structure and have more generalization ability in semantic representation. Topic models are able to exploit abstract conceptual structures; however, only using topic models may lose certain amount of unique lexical semantics during context modeling. Based on this, we believe that using contextual features derived from multi-granularity semantic spaces can reﬂect various aspects of the semantic knowledge of the contexts. Second, the sense number of ambiguous words cannot be determined appropriately. Many popular clustering methods such as k-means algorithm require the cluster number to be preassigned precisely. However, in many practical applications, it becomes impossible to know the exact cluster number in advance, such that these clustering algorithms often result in poor performance (Dehkordi et al., 2009). More recently, the non-parametric Bayesian method (Lau et al., 2012) uses Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes (HDP) (Teh et al., 2006) to learn the number of word senses automatically. However, it tends to induce larger number of word sense when comparing to the gold standard per ambiguous word on SEMEVAL-2010 WSI dataset (Lau et al., 2012). Hence, exploring a word sense clustering algorithm to learn appropriate sense numbers for ambiguous words is also crucial for WSI task. In this paper, we want to overcome the two challenges of WSI mentioned above. We propose a novel WSI framework that automatically induce word senses for ambiguous words over multi-granularity semantic spaces without relying a pre-assigned
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S1. He plays the ball. S2. I would like to join into the ball tonight. S3.The ball is running very fast. Fig. 1. An example of word sense induction of ambiguous word “ball”. Each occurrence of “ball” is underlined and regarded as an ambiguous instance. In this example, the senses of the instances in S1 and S3 are the same (highlighted with blue), totally different from the one in S2 (highlighted with green). We conduct word sense induction to identify the sense number of ambiguous word “ball” and assign the three instances to their corresponding senses, i.e. ideally {S1,S3} and {S2}. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 2. The architecture of our proposed method in word sense induction.



number of word sense. In particular, our WSI framework runs in two steps: (1) learning multi-granularity semantic representations for ambiguous instances, and (2) context-based word sense clustering for ambiguous words. For the ﬁrst step, our main idea is that discriminating different word senses entails integrating diverse semantic granularities from the contexts. To be speciﬁc, we use Vector Space Model (Salton and Buckley, 1988) to learn the semantic representations of ambiguous instances, under the semantic space of words, word clusters and topics. Semantic distances among different semantic granularities are integrated in terms of a concatenation and a linear interpolation strategy (Section 3). For the second step, we adapt a rival penalized competitive learning (RPCL) method to determine the number of word senses automatically by gradually repelling the redundant sense clusters (Section 4). Once our algorithm matches a stopping condition, the centroid of the remaining clusters are considered as the representations of different word senses, and the number of remaining clusters are considered as the sense number induced for the ambiguous words. Fig. 2 summarizes the architecture of our proposed method for WSI. Our method is able to improve the quality of WSI over several competitive baselines and the induced sense number is close to the gold standard sense. Especially, the main contributions of our work lie in two aspects, including (1) we integrate multi-granularity semantic spaces to represent the ambiguous instances without resorting to any external resources, and (2) instead of being pre-assigned a ﬁxed number of word senses, our framework can automatically determine the sense number of ambiguous words. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes and compares related work. Section 3 presents our method on how to learn a multi-granularity semantic spaces representation for each ambiguous instance. Section 4 elaborates the context-based word
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sense clustering for ambiguous words. Section 5 describes our experiments and shows results with discussions. Finally, Section 6 concludes and outlines future directions.



2. Related work In this section, we give an overview of previous methods and the participating systems in the WSI task. Overview of previous methods in WSI: In general, most of the researches in WSI are based on the Distributional Hypothesis (Harris, 1954), which indicates that words surrounded with similar contexts tend to have similar meanings. Previous methods have exploited various linguistic features such as ﬁrst and second order context vectors (Purandare and Pedersen, 2004), bigrams and triplets of words (Purandare and Pedersen, 2004; Udani et al., 2005; Bordag, 2006), collocations (Klapaftis and Manandhar, 2008), and syntactic relations (Chen et al., 2009; Van de Cruys and Apidianaki, 2011) to conduct contexts modeling. To improve the usability of limited, narrow-domain corpora, Pinto et al. (2007) uses pointwise Mutual Information to construct a co-occurrence list to performing self-term expansion. Based on this contextual features, vector-based (Salton and Buckley, 1988; Purandare and Pedersen, 2004; Pedersen, 2007, 2010; Niu et al., 2007; Pinto et al., 2007) and graph-based (Agirre and Soroa, 2007b; Klapaftis and Manandhar, 2008; Korkontzelos and Manandhar, 2010; Klapaftis and Manandhar, 2010) models are applied to WSI. More advanced Bayesian methods have been explored in recent years as the methods can discover latent topic structures from contexts without involving feature engineering. Brody and Lapata (2009) uses parametric LDA (Blei et al., 2003) to WSI task. The contexts of ambiguous instances are regarded as pseudo documents and their induced topic distributions are considered as the sense distributions. Yao and Van Durme (2011) further use nonparametric HDP (Teh et al., 2006) to learn the sense distributions. The advantage of this method is that it can automatically learn the number of word senses for each ambiguous word, as compared to LDA which needs to be pre-assigned a topic number in advance. Experiment results show that the HDP model is superior to standard LDA model. Lau et al. (2012) also show improvement in supervised F-score after incorporating position features in the HDP model. Charniak (2013) extends the naive Bayes model based on the idea that the more closer a word to the target word, the more relevant this word will be in WSI. Overview of participating systems in WSI: The evaluation campaigns of WSI have been conducted in SemEval-2007 (Agirre and Soroa, 2007a), SemEval-2010 (Manandhar et al., 2010) and SemEval-2013 (Navigli and Vannella, 2013). As to the participating systems in SemEval-2007, their methods mainly use the vectorbased and graph-based models to conduct WSI of target words. I2R (Niu et al., 2007) is the best induction system (vector-based) in supervised evaluation which uses part-of-speech of neighboring words, unordered words and local collocations to capture contextual information. Considering the systems in SemEval-2010, the highest ranked system in supervised evaluation is UoY (graph-based) (Korkontzelos and Manandhar, 2010) where single nouns and noun pairs are included as vertices in the graph. Each cluster is taken to represent one of the senses of the target word. Note that KSU KDD (Elshamy et al., 2010) introduces the topic model LDA (Blei et al., 2003) to infer the topic distribution of each test instance and the k-means algorithm is applied to sense clustering. In view of systems in SemEval-2013, participating systems are applied to web search result clustering. The best performing systems are developed from those HDP teams (Navigli and Vannella, 2013) which take advantage of the topic model HDP (Teh et al., 2006) to
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learn the sense distributions. In addition, following Di Marco and Navigli (2013), new evaluation metrics are applied to evaluate the quality of snippet clustering. Overall, the participating systems treat the WSI task as an unsupervised clustering problem and certain linguistic features are proved to be effective in WSI. In addition, we know that various topic models, especially the HDP (Teh et al., 2006), are able to discover latent topic structures from the contexts and show promising results in WSI tasks. Different from previous methods, we model the contexts with multi-granularity semantic space which are word, word cluster and topic. By doing so, our method can capture various aspects of the semantic knowledge from the contexts in a fully unsupervised fashion. Furthermore, under our WSI framework, we adapt the RPCL method to conduct sense clustering, in order to learn the number of word senses automatically and appropriately. Combined with the use of multi-granularity semantic spaces, our framework shows an improvement of the quality of word sense clustering over several competitive baselines.



3. Learning multi-granularity semantic space representation In view of semantic space, we construct three types of semantic space:  word, word  cluster, and topic. Without loss of generality, let A ¼ ai j i : 1…n be a set of ambiguous words and Iij be a ambiguous instance of ambiguous word ai. If ambiguous word ai contains mi ambiguous instances, then we denote it as mi i Ψm ai ¼ ⋃j ¼ 1 I ij . Based on this, we further denote the whole training n m m n set of A as Ψ A ¼ ⋃ni¼ 1 Ψ ai i . Consequently, I ij A Ψ ai i  Ψ A . To construct the semantic space, our ﬁrst response towards the n challenge is to perform our proposed method on Ψ A . However, according to our observation, some context words tend to present totally different semantic orientations with respect to different ambiguous words. That is to say, for a given ambiguous word n ai A A, the semantic representations learned from Ψ A are inapplicm able to the one learned from Ψ ai i . As a result, we train semantic model separately for each ambiguous word. 3.1. Learning word and word cluster space representation   We construct word space W ¼ wk j k : 1…K from training set. Each word wi in W is lemmatized; the stop words and those low frequency words are removed. Based on word space W, we then learn semantic representation of a context word η. In particular, each dimension corresponds to a separated word wk and its value, also known as term weight, is estimated according to the semantic correlation between ηand wk. Intuitively, the more two words cooccur, the more closely related they will be. In our implementation, the semantic representation and the computation of term weights are given in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), respectively,     V K ðηÞ ¼ vk η; wk j k : 1…K ð1Þ       vk η; wk ¼ dice η; wk ns η; wk



ð2Þ



with diceðx; yÞ ¼



sðx; yÞ ¼



2f ðx; yÞ f ðxÞ þ f ðyÞ



f ðx; yÞ minðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ n f ðx; yÞ þ α minðf ðxÞ; f ðyÞÞ þ α



ð3Þ



ð4Þ



In Eq. (3), dice ðnÞ represents the Dice Coefﬁcient to determine the point-wise semantic correlation and f ðnÞ is the frequency counting function. As to the smoothing function sðnÞ (Eq. (4)), it is designed



to reduce the overemphasis for the association of low frequency words. αis the pseudo count for smoothing estimation (Pantel, 2003). Regarding word cluster space, its advantage lies in its generalization ability to model the contexts, capable of alleviating the data sparsity problem. For example, “Monday” and “Friday” are regarded as two distinctive dimensions in word space; whereas, in word cluster space, they are both contained in the same cluster and thus indexed with the same dimension. We employ Brown Clustering (Brown et al., 1992) (the bottom-up agglomerative word clustering algorithm) to generate a hierarchical clustering graph in a fully unsupervised fashion. The algorithm's input is a sequence of words without any labeled data. Its output (i.e. the resulting clusters) is measured based on a classbased bigram language model. In practice, we use an available software package1 to train the mode. After training the model, the algorithm's output contains a hierarchical binary tree; those words that share the same preﬁx of the tree are considered to be in the same cluster. Based   on this, given a word cluster space C ¼ ck j k : 1…T and T r K , the semantic representation of η is deﬁned as     V T ðηÞ ¼ vk η; ck j k : 1…T ð5Þ   where T is the cluster number. The method  of computing vk η; ck is similar to the one of computing vk η; wk A V K ðηÞ. The frequency of cluster ck is the sum of the frequencies of the words contained in ck, P namely f ðck Þ ¼ w A ck f ðwÞ. 3.2. Learning topic space representation The topic model is a probabilistic graphical model of text generation. Each document is modeled as a multidimensional distribution, where each dimension represents a speciﬁc topic characterized by a distribution over word space. The topic model emphasizes abstract conceptual structure than word cluster model. The previous work (Lau et al., 2012) directly induces the topic distribution based on the sentences the ambiguous instance occurs. Then the topic index with the highest aggravated probability is labeled as the induced sense. Differently, we form a pseudo document for each word in the training set via combining the contexts where its occurs. Given these pseudo documents, we further learn their topic distributions via topic model training, and these distributions are regarded as the semantic representations of their corresponding words. Formally, the semantic representation of word η in topic space is deﬁned as     V R ðηÞ ¼ p zk j docη j k : 1…R ð6Þ   where R (R r T) is the topic number; p zk j docη represents the probability of the k-th topic zk given pseudo document docη of word η. The probability is estimated by simply normalizing the aggregation of the words assigned with topic zk in the document. Because topic number in HDP is learned automatically, we select the HDP2 model rather than  the  LDA model to induce topic distribution. HDP chooses G0  DP γ ; H as a base distribution according to the Dirichlet Process (DP), where parameter γ controls the sharing proportion of the induced topics across different documents. Then, we describe the generative process as follows: (1) for each pseudo document docη , generate a nonparametric prior, Gη  DP ðα0 ; G0 Þ, where α0 controls the degree of intersection for the topics in the same document, (2) sample a latent topic, zk  Gη , in a similar manner as the LDA model does, and (3) sample a word, w  zk . To obtain intuitive insight into our learned topic structure, Table 1 sketches the top-5 semantic words of each induced topic learned from the collected pseudo documents. Based upon HDP modeling, the vectorization of each word in the training set is modeled in terms of topic distribution. 1 2
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Table 1 A sample of the top-5 semantic words of topic induced from the pseudo documents. Topic index



Top-5 semantic words



0 1 2



car, speed, driver, stop, road lap, race, car, track, start water, rain, condition, plant, warm slow, soil, plant, ﬂow, runoff think, feel, run, thing, look light, speed, earth, space, move ﬁsh, slow, water, bite, river week, vote, company, cost, early rate, warm, global, climate, growth



3 4 5 6 7 8



Based on the already constructed multi-granularities semantic space, the semantic representation of a given ambiguous instance Iij is learned via context-based semantic composition. To be speciﬁc, we use a simpler additive model (Mitchell and Lapata, 2008) to perform the context composition in word, word cluster and topic space, respectively. Hence, each ambiguous instance will have multigranularity semantic representations. More formally, V K ðI ij Þ, V T ðI ij Þ and V R ðI ij Þ denote the semantic representation of Iij derived from word, word cluster and topic space, respectively.
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4.2. Automatic word sense clustering for ambiguous word In this section, we present the details of how to automatically determine the sense number of ambiguous words. We initialize cluster number of ambiguous word ai to qn (qi r qn r mi ) and randomly assign one instance to each cluster. As an input instance Iij comes, each sense cluster Oik evaluates a degree of its suitability to representing Iij in terms of a individual value or criterion (i.e. the Euclidean distance DðOik ; I ij Þ over multi-granularity semantic spaces), and competes to be allocated to representing Iij. In our method, not only the winner (the nearest) sense cluster is rewarded dramatically, but also its rival (the 2nd nearest) sense cluster is penalized. The rewarding mechanism allows the position of the winner sense cluster moving towards Iij, while the penalization mechanism forces the rival sense cluster repelling away from the input instance Iij with a given step size. With the number of the iteration increasing, the redundant sense clusters are repelled gradually and they will be eliminated when containing no instance. At the converge stage, each remaining cluster is regarded to represent the centroid of a cluster of input instances. In particular, given the input instance Iij, the indexes of the 0 winner sense cluster kn and rival sense cluster k are deﬁned as follows (Xu et al., 1993; Cheung, 2002; Cheung and Jia, 2013):    n k ¼ arg min γ k D Oik ; I ij 1 r k r qn



   k ¼ arg minn γ k D Oik ; I ij 0



ð8Þ



kak



4. Word sense clustering without knowing the number of word senses Our method to conduct the word sense clustering for ambiguous instances is inspired by the RPCL algorithm proposed in Xu et al. (1993). RPCL is able to perform sense clustering via driving redundant sense clusters far away from the input instances, such that the redundant clusters are eliminated automatically. Without loss of generality, we assume that the ambiguous  mi instances I ij j ¼ 1 of ambiguous word ai are from sense clusters  qi Oik k ¼ 1 , where qi is the number of the gold standard senses. We deﬁne the centroid of k-th cluster Oik as the average of all its belonging   P instances, namely VðOik Þ ¼ 1=j Oik j Iij A Oik V I ij . Accordingly, we can obtain V K ðOik Þ, V T ðOik Þ and V R ðOik Þ under different semantic spaces.



4.1. Semantic distance computation between cluster and instance



P In Eq. (8), γ k ¼ yk = qn yk deﬁnes the relative winning rate of cluster Oik, where yk is the times of Oik as the winning cluster in the past iterations. γ k is used to solve the “dead cluster” problem encountered by competitive learning. The clusters that have won the competition in the past iterations will have a reduced chance to win again, providing equal chance to other clusters during the learning process. Subsequently, the centroid of the winer cluster Oikn and rival cluster Oik0 are updated according to the following equation: VðOik ÞðnewÞ ¼ VðOik ÞðoldÞ þ Δk ;



representations into a longer one. Formally, V E ðI ij Þ ¼ ðV K ðI ij Þ; V T ðI ij Þ; V R ðI ij ÞÞ A R1E , where E ¼ ðK þ T þRÞ. Given V E ðI ij Þ and V E ðOik Þ, we then use a Euclidean distance function DðnÞ to compute their        semantic distance, namely DE Oik ; I ij ¼ V E ðOik Þ V E I ij . For linear interpolation, the semantic distances of different semantic space are computed via a linear interpolation method, which is described as follows:        DKTR ¼ λ1 λ2 DK þ 1  λ2 DT þ 1  λ1 DR : ð7Þ   where D is short for D Oik ; I ij , and the superscripts KTR, K, T and R denote the semantic distance of linear interpolation, word, word cluster and topic, respectively. λ1 and λ2 are the interpolated parameters. If we want to ignore the topic distance DR, then we can set



λ1 to one.



0



ð9Þ



with



Δk ¼ εn ðVðOik Þ  VðIij ÞÞ; εn ¼ e  β ρðIij ÞDðOik ; Iij Þ; τ P i ρðIij Þ ¼ DðI ij ; I ik Þ τþ m k¼1 n



n



n



Δk0 ¼  ε0 ðV ðOik0 Þ  VðI ij ÞÞ



ð10Þ ð11Þ



In Eq. (10), parameter ε controls the learning rate of the winner cluster. To be speciﬁc, e  β presents to decay the update activity of winner cluster as the sense clustering is prone to be stable with the increasing of the iteration, where βis updated in each iteration. To reduce the interference of the singular points (isolated noise points) in the data set, we present function ρðI ij Þ to denote the density of the given instance Iij, where τ is a constant. Note that conventional RPCL method deﬁnes the learning rate εn as a constant, while our method is instance sensitive, such that the winner cluster is located dynamically according to different instances. In Eq. (11), ε0 is a small positive constant which controls the de-learning rate of the rival cluster. Fig. 3 shows an example of automatic word sense clustering. Initially, nineteen instances positioned at the coordinates are shown in Fig. 3(a). Then, based on prior experience, among the nineteen instances, we select seven, at random, and label them word sense cluster center (blue dots). Next we apply the algorithm. In the ﬁrst iteration (Fig. 3(b)), the algorithm identiﬁes and eliminates three cluster centers (red dots) as redundant, leaving four valid cluster centers (blue dots). In the fourth iteration (Fig. 3(c)), two additional cluster centers (red dots) are identiﬁed as redundant and eliminated, n



We present two strategies to compute the semantic distance between Iij and Oik, namely concatenation and linear interpolation. Concatenation is to concatenate different granularities of semantic



n



k¼k ;k
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Fig. 3. The illustration of learning process of automatic word sense clustering. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



leaving only two valid cluster centers (blue dots). Finally, after multiple iterations, the valid cluster centers (blue dots) converge to only two that are redistributed as shown in Fig. 3(d). Therefore, we determine that, in our model, the appropriate sense number is two. Considering the above analysis, the algorithm of word sense clustering is summarized in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1. Automatic word sense clustering for ambiguous instances. Input: (1) Semantic representation of ambiguous instances  m VðI ij Þ j ¼i 1 ;



(2) Initialized sense cluster number qn (qi rqn r mi );   Output: Sense label of I ij and the appropriate sense number; 1: Select qn instances randomly, one for each sense cluster; 2: 3: 4: 5:



Set κ ¼0; τ ¼20; yk ¼0, where k ¼1 to qn; complete ¼false; while complete is false do κ ¼ κ þ 0:01; for j¼1 to mi do 0 Retrieve winner cluster kn and rival cluster k based on Eq. (8);



6:



¼yðoldÞ þ1, and update VðOikn Þ and VðOik0 Þ Let ykðnewÞ n n k



7:



based on Eq. (9); end for



 m Redistribute instances within I ij j ¼i 1 to their nearest



8:



clusters and eliminate redundant cluster Oik if j Oik j ¼0;  ðnewÞ  ðoldÞ if Oik ¼ Oik then complete¼ true; end if end while



9: 10: 11: 12:



5. Experiments We conducted a serious of experiments over several public WSI datasets derived from SemEval-2010 (Manandhar et al., 2010), SemEval-



2007 (Agirre and Soroa, 2007a) and SemEval-2013 (Navigli and Vannella, 2013) task to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed WSI framework. We tested our proposed method via the evaluated scripts provided by organizers. 5.1. Experimental preparation Dataset: Our primary WSI evaluations are based on the dataset of the SEMEVAL-2010 WSI task (Manandhar et al., 2010) as both the training and testing data are included explictly, allowing the WSI models to be evaluated more realistic. It contains 100 target words, viz. 50 nouns and 50 verbs. For each target word, its training set contains a set of instances, each of which is associated with plain sentences without sense annotation. Detailed descriptions of the dataset are given in Table 2. Considering the trial data (development set), it contains 4 verbs, each of which consists of a training and a testing portion. These 4 verbs differ from the target words in the training set. There are about 138 instances on average for each verb in the training portion of the trail data. Since the training data of SemEval-2007 task and SemEval-2013 task are not included as part of their original data, we constructed the training data for each target word via extracting their corresponding training instances from the corpus. For SemEval-2007 task, we followed previous works (Brody and Lapata, 2009; Yao and Van Durme, 2011; Lau et al., 2012) to extract the training instances from the British National Corpus (BNC).3 The test dataset contains 65 target nouns and 35 target verbs. The test instances were extracted from Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus and hand-annotated with OntoNotes senses (Hovy et al., 2006). Following the HDP and UKP systems (Lau et al., 2013; Zorn and Gurevych, 2013) in SemEval-2013 task, we also used Wikipedia4 as raw text to extract the training instances. The test data consists of 100 target words (all nouns), each with a list of 64 top-ranking documents. The target words were selected according to the list of 3 4



http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/. The Wikipedia dump was retrieved in http://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/.
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Table 2 Data description of the SemEval-2010 WSI task.



Table 3 SR evaluation (80% mapping, 20% evaluation) on the SemEval-2010 dataset.



Part-of-speech



Training set



Test set



Noun Verb All



716,945 162,862 879,807



5285 3630 8915



ambiguous Wikipedia entries, length of which ranging between 1 and 4 words. Evaluation metrics: Semeval-2010 WSI task presents supervised evaluation and unsupervised evaluation. In supervised evaluation, the gold standard dataset is split into two parts: mapping set and evaluation set. In particular, we use the supervised recall (SR) (test set split: 80% mapping, 20% evaluation) (Manandhar et al., 2010) in our supervised evaluation. In view of the unsupervised evaluation, we use V-Measure (VM) (Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2007) which contains two important indicators to determine the effectiveness of the resulting clusters: homogeneity (H) and completeness (C). The homogeneity evaluates the degree that those instances assigned in a resulting cluster actually belong to a gold standard sense; whereas, the completeness evaluates the degree that the instances of a gold standard sense are assigned into the same resulting cluster. In view of Semeval-2007 WSI task, it also includes supervised and unsupervised evaluation. The supervised evaluation is similar to Semeval-2010 and thus we omit it for simplicity. The unsupervised evaluation compares the system output with the gold standard using standard clustering evaluation metrics (e.g. entropy) (Brody and Lapata, 2009). As for Semeval-2013 WSI task, four measures are used to evaluate the clustering quality, which are Rand Index (Rand, 1971), Adjusted Rand Index (Hubert and Arabie, 1985), Jaccard Index (Jaccard, 1901), F1 measure (Van Rijsbergen, 1979).



5.2. Experiment results 5.2.1. Evaluation of semantic representations As word, word cluster5 and topic model6 contain different implications of the contexts of the ambiguous instances, we conducted comparisons among these three semantic models directly based on our adapted rival penalized competitive learning, in order to examine which individual feature catigaries are the most informative. We further investigate the concatenation model and linear interpolation model when integrating multi-granularity semantic information. Here, W, WC and T are short for word, word cluster and topic, respectively. Also, the symbols “  ” and Linear (n) are to perform concatenation and linear interpolation of different semantic representations, respectively. The results in SR evaluation7 are given in Table 3 and the bold numbers indicate the best performance. Considering these results, we ﬁnd out the semantic representation derived from word space is more favorable for noun sense induction while the topic granularity tends to perform well in verb sense induction. Overall, the SR score of word granularity outperforms the rest two granularities in “All” evaluation. Therefore, we believe that the contextual word features are indispensable in WSI and those features with better generalization ability should be regarded as auxiliary semantic components in sense induction. 5



We set the cluster number to 150. We use the default parameters of the HDP model to train the topic distribution. 7 The values are the average of the results from mapping.1.key to mapping.5.key. 6
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Representation



SR (%) All



Noun



Verb



Word Word cluster Topic



67.70 65.68 64.04



65.80 63.08 58.44



70.40 69.46 72.18



W-WC-T Linear(W,WC,T) Linear(W,WC-T)



67.70 68.00 68.44



64.70 65.52 65.92



72.08 71.60 72.18



Furthermore, we ﬁnd out that the linear interpolation methods8 perform better than the concatenation in “All” evaluation. Intuitively, different granularities encode different semantic attributes and concatenating them into a single vector to compute the semantic distances may not as reasonable as the interpolation method. Compared with word, the performances of W-WC-T (67.70) and Linear (W, WC, T) (68.00) are not performed as well as expected. We hypothesize that the abstract semantic information is not exploited appropriately. Therefore, we ﬁrstly concatenate the word cluster features and topic features into a vector denoted as WC-T and then use linear interpolation to combine W and WC-T when computing the semantic distance among ambiguous instances. By doing so, the SR scores of Linear(W,WC-T) in “All”, “Noun” and “Verb” all achieve the best performance. In addition, we would like to investigate our proposed method in unsupervised VM evaluation and results are given in Table 4. The combination W-WC-T reaches the best performance 16.8, followed closely by the Linear(W,WC-T). As Pedersen (2010) points out, VM evaluation inclines to encourage those systems which induce higher cluster number than the gold standard. We hypothesize that W-WC-T obtains 0.2 quantitatively better than the Linear(W,WC-T) because of its larger inducing cluster number. In practice, the measures in unsupervised evaluation have degenerated tendency correlated strongly with the inducted number of the method (Manandhar et al., 2010; Lau et al., 2012). For the purpose of this work, we restrict our main attention to the supervised evaluation in the following comparisons.



5.2.2. Evaluation of sense clustering To evaluate the effectiveness of our adapted rival penalized competitive learning (ARPCL), we introduce four related clustering methods as baselines, which are standard k-means, classical competitive learning (CCL), frequency-sensitive competitive learning (FSCL) (Ahalt et al., 1990) and standard rival penalized competitive learning (RPCL) (Xu et al., 1993). To conduct a fair comparison, all compared clustering methods use the Linear(W,WC-T) model to compute the semantic distances among ambiguous instances over multi-granularity semantic spaces. Note that the cluster number of k-means needs to be pre-assigned in advance, we follow the same settings as the LDA based method (Lau et al., 2012) does. To be speciﬁc, we set the number of word senses to 7 for each noun and 3 for each verb, based on the average number of the senses in the test set. In Table 5, the performance of k-means in SR evaluation is inferior to those competitive learning methods which are able to determine the sense number automatically. Generally, different words will have different sense number, and thus it is inappropriate for k-means to pre-assign ﬁxed sense numbers to those target words. Compared with the baselines CCL, FSCL and RPCL in competitive learning, our method 8 The parameters are tuned on the trial data and the values are reported here. Linear(W,WC,T): λ1 ¼ 0:9; λ2 ¼ 0:9; Linear(W, WC-T): the weights of W and WC-T are 0.8 and 0.2, respectively.
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shows a signiﬁcant improvement in SR evaluation. We attribute our improvement to three aspect: (1) instead of being pre-assigned with a ﬁxed sense number to those target words, our method learns the sense number automatically, (2) introducing density function reduces the interference of those isolated noise points, and (3) the learning



Table 4 VM evaluation on the SemEval-2010 dataset. Representation



VM (%) All



Noun



Verb



Cl



Word Word Cluster Topic



15.8 14.8 14.3



21.0 19.3 16.6



8.1 8.2 10.9



3.85 5.91 6.03



W-WC-T Linear(W,WC,T) Linear(W,WC-T)



16.8 16.2 16.6



21.4 21.0 21.6



10.1 9.1 9.4



4.66 4.07 3.92



rate of winner cluster in our method is instance sensitive, allowing our winner cluster to located dynamically. We further investigate the ratio of epoch spans of different semantic spaces (Table 6) and the average number of the induced sense for noun and verb, respectively (Fig. 4). In Table 6, it can be seen that the max converged epoch of our proposed methods is less than 150 which is acceptable in practice. Considering the word, word cluster, and topic, we know that the more abstract semantic level they are, the less learning epoches they need. Meanwhile, the interpolation methods need more learning epoches than concatenation method. In Fig. 4, “GS” represents the gold standard of the test set. The models with pink color tend to be more acceptable than those models labeled with yellow. The average sense numbers of word cluster and topic are too large both in Noun and Verb. Viewed from this perspective, it



Table 7 Comparison with previous works on SemEval-2010 dataset. WSI system



Table 5 Word sense clustering evaluation on the SemEval-2010 dataset. Clustering



k-means CCL FSCL RPCL ARPCL



SR (%) All



Noun



Verb



64.46 65.88 66.54 67.88 68.44



62.54 63.56 64.50 65.10 65.92



67.28 69.28 69.60 71.92 72.18



All



Noun



Verb



Random Most Frequent



57.30 58.70



51.50 53.20



65.70 66.60



Duluth-WSI (Pedersen, 2010) UoY (Korkontzelos and Manandhar, 2010) NMFlib (Van de Cruys and Apidianaki, 2011) NB (Charniak, 2013)



60.50 62.40 62.60 65.40



54.70 59.40 57.30 62.60



68.90 66.80 70.20 69.50



Our method



68.44



65.92



72.18



Table 8 Comparison with previous works on SemEval-2007 dataset.



Table 6 Ratio of epoches span of our proposed models. Representation



SR (%)



Ratio of epoches span (%) [1, 30)



[30, 60)



[60, 90)



[90, 150)



Word Word Cluster Topic



23.68 40.01 82.01



36.47 24.45 13.45



23.63 20.32 4.54



16.23 15.21 0.00



W-WC-T Linear(W,WC,T) Linear(W,WC-T)



63.40 27.95 31.78



17.02 31.88 26.67



7.34 19.06 25.16



12.23 21.11 16.40



WSI system



F-score (%)



Most Frequent



80.9



UMND2 (Niu et al., 2007) I2R (Niu et al., 2007)



84.5 86.8



10w, 5w (BNC) (Brody and Lapata, 2009) HDP (Yao and Van Durme, 2011) HDPþ position (tuned parameters) (Lau et al., 2012)



85.5 85.7 86.9



Our method



87.1



Fig. 4. The average number of the induced sense of our word sense clustering method. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 9 Comparison with previous works on SemEval-2013 dataset. WSI system



RI



Most Frequent UKP-WP-LLR2 (Zorn and Gurevych, 2013) UKP-WP-PMI (Zorn and Gurevych, 2013) UKP-WACKY-LLR (Zorn and Gurevych, 2013)



39.90 51.09 50.50 50.02



Duluth (Pedersen, 2013)



52.18



5.75



31.79



46.90



HDP-Lemma (Lau et al., 2013) HDP-NoLemma (Lau et al., 2013)



65.22 64.86



21.31 21.49



33.02 33.75



68.30 68.03



Our method



66.37



23.34



33.57



70.73



is not suitable to apply abstract semantic features independently into our sense clustering method. In view of Linear(W, WC-T) and Linear(W, WC, T), they produce similar sense number to the GS. For example, their average sense numbers in Noun are 5.04 and 5.1 respectively, closely to the GS number 4.46.



5.2.3. Comparison with previous works In this section, we compare our best system against previous related method on SemEval-2010, SemEval-2007 and SemEval2013 WSI task. To follow the implements as much as previous works (Brody and Lapata, 2009; Yao and Van Durme, 2011; Lau et al., 2012) did, we used supervised evaluation (80% mapping, 20% evaluation) in SemEval-2010 (Table 7) and noun data in SemEval2007 (Table 8). In Table 7, Random randomly assigns each test instance to one of the four clusters. This baseline was run ﬁve times and the results were averaged. Most Frequent selects the most frequent sense to the test instances. In addition, Duluth-WSI (Pedersen, 2010) and UoY (Korkontzelos and Manandhar, 2010) are the most competitive participating systems in supervised evaluation of SemEval-2010. Considering these results, our method yields the best performance. It is worth mentioning that Lau et al. (2012) only report the WSD F-score (harmonic mean of precision and recall) of their method (HDP þposition) in SemEval-2010, i.e. 68.00 in “All” evaluation. To facilitate comparison of our method with HDP þposition, we also use the WSD F-score and the results show our system obtaining 0.44 quantitatively higher. Table 8 compares our method against previous works on SemEval-2007 WSI task. UMND2 (Niu et al., 2007) and I2R (Niu et al., 2007) are the two best performing participating systems in SemEval-2007. For the purpose of model comparison under identical training setting, we construct our training data from BNC. Based on these results, our method is signiﬁcantly better than UMND2 and marginally outperform the I2R system and HDPþposition. Finally, we compare our method with the participating systems UKP (Zorn and Gurevych, 2013), Duluth (Pedersen, 2013) and HDP (Lau et al., 2013) in SemEval-2013 WSI task, and the results are shown in Table 9, where RI, ARI, JI and F1 are the abbreviation for Rand Index, Adjusted Rand Index, Jaccard Index and F1 measure, respectively. According to the results, we ﬁnd out that our method is signiﬁcantly better than the participating systems in RI, ARI and F1, respectively. However, in JI, UKP-WACKY-LLR (33.94) outperforms our method (33.57). Note that UKP-WACKY-LLR uses extra resources in the training data which are WaCky (Baroni et al., 2009) and a distributional thesaurus from Leipzig corpora (Biemann et al., 2007). We hypothesize these resources contributing their performance. In addition, the JI value of HDP-NoLemma is slightly better than our method but there is no signiﬁcant difference. The training set of our method is lemmatized and thus we mainly focus on the comparison with the HDP-Lemma. Overly, the experiments show the effectiveness of our proposed framework in WSI task.



ARI 0.00 3.77 3.63 2.53



JI



F1



39.90 31.77 29.32 33.94



54.42 58.64 60.48 58.26



6. Conclusion and future work We have presented a novel WSI framework that automatically induces word senses for ambiguous words over multi-granularity semantic spaces in an unsupervised fashion. Our method has exploited word, word cluster and topic representation to integrating multi-granularity semantic information during context modeling. Instead of being pre-assigned a ﬁxed sense number, our method is able to induce the sense number automatically for each target word via gradually repelling the redundant sense clusters. Our experiments have been conducted in public datasets which are derived from SemEval-2007, SemEval-2010 and SemEval-2013 WSI task. In our experiment, different semantic granularities and combination strategies are compared. Also, certain related sense clustering methods are taken into account. The experimental results demonstrate the superiority and effectiveness of our proposed method. For future work, we want to expand our algorithm by taking advantage of the recursive neural network (type of deep learning structure) to capture the phrase-level vector representation of the given context, catering to improve the sense clustering in WSI task.
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